
Call: 802-274-2586 Text: 802-535-5165

2017 KIOTI CK2510 $17,995

258 KELTAN HEIGHTS
WATERBURY CENTER

VT,05677

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: TL9300381 COLOR: ORANGE
STK#: 450 MILEAGE: N/A
EXTERIOR COLOR: ORANGE
DRIVETRAIN: 4WD
ENGINE: 3
CONDITION: USED

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: Kioti CK2510 4x4 24.5HP Cab Tractor, Loader & Quick Attach Bucket •  2017, Kioti CK2510
tractor has a 3 cylinder 24.5 HP diesel engine, 4x4, differential lock, power steering, rear PTO, work lights, front brush
guard, 3 point hitch arms, ROPS, block heater. This Kioti tractor ONLY has 114 hours!! Enclosed cab with heat and
windows open as well as removable doors for the warmer months. This tractor is great to operate with a hydrostatic
transmission, high and low range. Has a powerful Kioti KL2510 front loader with water tight bucket, sharp cutting edge,
and dual welded hooks on the bucket. Turf tires are great all around with amazing condition rims. This tractor is a
workhorse; come take a look and try it out. Perfect set up for year round work with lots of potential to add so many
attachments. We are combating interest rates with $500 off if you finance with us. We already offer competitive rates but
feel the need to help reduce overall cost. Nation wide delivery available Monthly payment as low as $304 with $0 down
payment - pending credit approval - (estimate includes $500 off when financing with us, 72 month term, does not include
sales tax as some buyers may be exempt.) ** We also offer financing! Please message or call for more details, further
qualifications, and to set up a time to view our inventory!!** **6% sales tax may apply for instate (VT) residents.** **To fill
out a credit application or to view more inventory please visit our website - listed on the first posted picture.**
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